The Cabinet
to be successful He knows that, despite all personal
loyalties, there will always be one of his own followers
ready, perhaps even eager, to take his place. He knows,
even, that there is a sense in which his disappearance
will make possible the fulfilment of ambitions that are
barred so long as he retains power; the campaign of the
great Press lords against the leadership of Lord Baldwin
is only one instance of many of this kind. No Prime
Minister can ever say of his office what Clement VII
could say of his—"Now that we have got the Papacy
let us enjoy it." The first day at Downing Street may
give the sense of satisfaction that comes to any man who
has fulfilled a lofty ambition; it will also be one of the
few last days of mental ease that he will know as Prime
Minister. The parliamentary system is conducted on the
vital hypothesis that no man is indispensable; and its
daily operation is a constant and salutary reminder to
the Prime Minister that his fortune depends upon his
recognition of this truth.
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After the Prime Minister, the vital Cabinet positions
are, as a rule, those of finance and foreign affairs. It is
inevitable that this should be the case. Finance is the
key to administrative and legislative possibilities; and
not a little of the success of the British civil service has
been due to the fact that, under the Prime Minister and
the Cabinet, the Chancellor of the Exchequer has exer-
cised, through the Treasury, a general supervision of the
departments. The special position of the Foreign Secre-
tary is due to different considerations. In part, it is the
outcome of an old and dubious tradition of secrecy. In
part, again, it is due to the fact that busy heads of
departments cannot hope to concern themselves with
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